
LEPERS 5 ISLAND

6. Lepers' Island is about ten miles from the north-west
corner of Whitsuntide Island and is about fifteen miles long.

It was the only island of the New Hebrides upon which Bou-
gainville landed in 1768. The native name is Opa or Omba.

7. Patteson visited the island several times, and by 1869 had
learned to speak the language. In 1871 the Rev. C, Bice stayed
on the island and translations were made under his supervision.

The earliest print known to me is a prayer and hymn book
dated 18761

. Codrington has a vocabulary and grammar 2
.

A vocabulary by Hagen and Pineau 3
, and numerals by Mac-

donald 4
, do not name any dialect. I published vocabularies of

1 Aleohuri...St Barnabas, Norfolk Island, 1876. 2 ML. pp. 39-52, 431-441.
3 Etudes, pp. 308-319. 4

3 NHL.
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the Walurigi dialect in 18891 and 18932
, and a longer MS. list

was sent to me in 1894 by the Rev. A. Brittain.

8

.

A selection from theNew Testament was printed in 1906 3
,

and there is also an enlarged Prayer Book 4
. The only complete

Scripture translation is by A. Waters 5
.

Some native stories are among Dr Codrington's mss. I owe
to the Rev. Dr Fox a Mota-Opa vocabulary by T. Levuhi.

Dialects

9. There is a slight distinction of dialect on the north side

of Lepers' Island. At Walurigi on the central north-west coast

g is used, but towards the northern end of the island k takes its

place. This affects the sound written q which is nggmbw at

Walurigi and kmbw towards Tavalavola round the coast and
inland. Codrington notes slight differences along this coast.

Walurigi naha, inaha, Lobaha nuz, hinaha, Tavalavola nenaha,
this; Walurigi tuzvale, Lobaha tayale, one; Walurigi ne ve se

9

Tavalavola ne me se> let him not; Walurigi siseri naha, Tavala-

vola mamo, now.
The text-books of the Melanesian Mission are in the Walurigi

dialect. The unnamed dialect of Hagen and Pineau's list differs

considerably, and the locale of Nduindui is not specified.

The numerals may be compared with Raga and Maewo.
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